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Are we making too big of a deal over Brett Favre’s indiscretions?

The author of the book that was the basis for the movie The Social Network

AJ Daulario, the Deadspin writer who broke the Favre texting story

Is being gay nature or nurture?
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John Hines in for John Williams on Click It or Ticket
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Newt Gingrich made some cutting comments at Tom Emmer’s fundraiser

Sun Chips packaging is causing problems for some

The Phelps protesting soldier’s funerals is being considered by the Supreme Court
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John speaks with sculptor Nick Lagaros about Sid
Don’t let your morals get in the way of business…let it burn

According to a new sex survey, there are discrepancies between men and woman on if they fake an orgasm

Randy Moss back with the Vikings, how you feeling about that?

John Spoke with Bob Woodward on his new book Obama’s War

The man who took proposing to the Nth degree
Big John’s Funhouse part duex

San Fran ban on fast foods that supply toys still causing McDonalds grief
A cut carbon emissions ad is quite disturbing in a funny kind of way

Why don’t Wisconsin law students have to take the bar exam?

John reviews some of the big cases the Supreme Court will rule on this session

John and Bill Hillsman discuss the latest Christine O’Donnell witch ad
**How to cut carbon emissions by 10%...**
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The movie The Social Network, Twins in playoffs and traveling with frequent flyer miles.mp3

Were Rick Sanchez’s comments a fireable offense? You decide.

Jared Allen was warned not to rope any more calves of he will be fined

Rahm Emanuel is in Chicago already campaigning for mayor

The Supreme Court will be looking at the Westboro Baptist case